INTRODUCTION
The export of items from different sectors is very important for a country like Pakistan.
Export is an important source of income , in dollars. The income by export items in an important factor to improve Balance Of Payments (BOP) of a country. A good export policy generates a handsome amount of income, growth in industries, agricultural production, live stock etc and provides employment to people . In this paper we examine export distribution of revenue for the year 2009-10 and 2010-11. Appling theoretical concepts and applications.
We find our variable of interest X: income by export revenue in dollars follows an exponential distribution . Which is highly positive skewed distribution. The exponential distribution gives a good ( albeit not perfect) description of the export revenue data. We also examined associated measures of inequalities, Lorenz curve and Gini's coefficient of inequality in context of income inequality.
The exponential distribution is a decay model , and shows high inequality , which is not a good indication for export policy. Policy makers have to do to much to improve our export policy.
The Exponential Distribution
The distribution has many areas of scientific investigation [ 3,6 ]. If X is export revenue income then proposed probability distribution function (pdf) is given by The function (1) is maximal at x=0, contains one parameter λ , and equal to average λ µ = .
The maximum likelihood estimator ( MLE) of this parameter is sample X .
The income below x, p= ( ) ( )
is the cumulative distribution function 
The Lorenz Curve
The Lorenz Curve is a graphical device used to demonstrate the equity of distribution of a given variable such as income, wealth, assets etc. A Lorenz curve provides complete in formation on the whole distribution of incomes relative to mean. A typical Lorenz curve is shown in figure (2) which explain relationship between cumulative % of population/items and cumulative % of income/export value e.g . one fourth of population/items provides 5% of income due to exports.
Usually the Lorenz curve generated by a theoretical distribution function is defined in terms of two equations [1] , and the income distribution is assumed to have a density function. The standard definition [5] of the Lorenz curve is in terms of two equations.
First one solves (for x),
and then written as 
As usual L(p) is the fraction of total income that the holders of the lowest pth fraction of incomes possess.
The Lorenz curve for the exponential distribution by (2c) is
Gini Coefficient
The Gini's coefficient ( also known Lorenz concentration ratio) is a measure the of inequality (degree of concentration) of a variable in a distribution of its elements and, scale 0 to 1.
Geometrically it is one minus twice the area between the Lorenz curve and the identity function (equal distribution ) ( ) ( )dx
Where G=0.0 means no inequality ( total equality, every one has same amount) G=1.0, shows complete inequality ( no equality, one person has everything).
It can also be shown that the Gini coefficient of mean difference for (1) is
The source of data for this study is ( ).
Pakistan had exported 48 items to other countries in 2009-10, earning a total revenue in $ ( 19290034 ). The major export from Textile Group were (13805469) While items of significant earning value from Food Group were ( 4481178) in thousand dollars.
The data available was transformed ,since some of the agricultural items ere merged to squeeze as one item and corresponding earnings were also combined ; the same transformation was done to some of the non-agricultural items. The net result is that we have 48 items to classify . It is noted that the variation in earnings varies from as little as (33 ) to as long as (3283835) thousand dollars. Consequently classification was performed in a frequency table having ( 6 ) subintervals ,each of length (30000 ) .
A similar classification and modeling has been done for export earnings for the year 2010-11.
Empirical analysis of income by export revenue
The objective of this section is to determine how well the exponential distribution fits the distribution of income by export revenue. 
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For these data sets summary statistics Table( respectively. We use MLE to fit Exponential distribution and relevant results using The figures 4 and 5 show fitted Lorenz curve to the data and serious inequality is obvious from both curves and estimated Gini coefficients for the two curves 
SELECTION OF MAJOR EXPORT VALUE ITEMS:
The FBS has classified major exports by groups /commodities into three groups, I ) 
